This paper investigates the short-run forecasting performance, in the relatively new and fairly unresearched futures market of Greece. Forecasts from univariate (ARIMA) and multivariate (VAR, VECM and SURE-VECM) linear time-series models indicate that cash returns can be more accurately forecasted, for all forecast horizons, when forecast specifications contain information from both lagged cash and futures returns, than from specifications that utilize information only from lagged cash returns. On the other hand, futures return forecasts are not enhanced in accuracy when lagged cash returns are employed for almost all forecasts. This verifies that at almost all forecasting horizons futures returns contain significantly more and different information than that embodied in current cash returns. Moreover, all time-series models generate more accurate cash and futures forecasts than the forecasts obtained by the random walk model. (JEL: G13, G14, G15)
I. Introduction
Emerging markets have become interesting alternatives for global investors (see Harvey, 1995; Bakaert and Harvey, 1997; and Kutan and Aksoy, 2004, amongst others) . Furthermore, they have attracted a strong interest in the financial literature, as they are characterized by low liquidity, thin trading, higher sample averages, low correlations with developed market returns, non-normality, better predictability, higher volatility and short samples. In addition, market imperfections, high transactions and insurance costs, less informed rational traders and investment constraints may also affect the risks and returns involved. Less work has been carried on the behavior of emerging markets, in the period after their characterization as developed. The Athens Stock Exchange (ATHEX) in Greece is characterized as a developed market since May 2001.
1 However, questions remain as to whether the forecasting performance of this newly established derivatives market is in accordance with corresponding results from well-established derivatives markets. This paper examines empirically, for the first time, the forecasting performance of derivatives contracts trading in the fairly unresearched derivatives market of ATHEX.
The operation of the organised derivatives market in Greece rests with the Athens Derivatives Exchange (ADEX), founded in April 1998. The first stock index futures contract of ADEX was the FTSE/ATHEX-20 futures contract, introduced in August 1999, with the underlying asset being the FTSE/ATHEX-20 stock index, which consists of the 20 highest capitalization stocks listed in ATHEX. The FTSE/ATHEX Mid-40 index futures was created, a few months later, in January 2000 and is based on 40 medium capitalization stocks listed in ATHEX.
2 Some "special properties" that differentiate the Greek capital market from other well-established markets are the following: (i) the Greek derivatives market is characterised by the absence of highly specialised traders, the absence of a respective large number of foreign derivatives traders and low value of trading in derivatives relative to the underlying cash market, in comparison to well-established derivatives exchanges; (ii) although liquidity has increased lately, for several listed companies, the market is thin. Due to low liquidity and the small size of the market, it may be dominated by the activities of hedgers rather than speculators. As a consequence, it cannot be taken for granted that all information relevant to future cash prices is automatically incorporated into futures prices; (iii) the privatization of the public sector entities that started in early 2000, continues today. ATHEX is a fully privatized group aiming at value maximization; (iv) the ownership structure in ATHEX is different to that of other more mature markets, such as those of the US and the UK. In Greece, the structure is family-owned, concentrated in block-holders, whereas in other markets the structure is diffused; (v) several reforms have taken place, in adopting the E.U. regulatory framework; and (vi) even though the Greek market is characterized as mature since 2001, some emerging market characteristics may still remain.
This paper assumes that stock index futures prices equal the expected value of cash index prices and therefore, in an effort to measure the forecasting performance of cash and futures prices in the FTSE/ATHEX-20 and the FTSE/ATHEX Mid-40 markets, it utilizes the Vector Error-Correction Model (VECM) of Johansen (1988) , which uses information from both markets. The forecast evaluation procedures are designed in such a way so as to avoid biased overlapping forecasts, induced by serially correlated overlapping forecast errors. Thus, following Tashman (2000) , independent out-of-sample N-period ahead forecasts are generated over the forecast period. The estimation period is augmented recursively by N-periods ahead every time (where N corresponds to the number of steps ahead). Then, the forecasting performance of the VECM model is compared against a number of alternative linear time-series models (Vector Autoregressive model -VAR and Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average -ARIMA model) and against the Random Walk (RW) model. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the methodology followed and the models used to generate the forecasts. Section III describes the data and presents their statistical properties. Section IV discusses the in-sample estimation results and the out-of-sample forecasting results and evaluates the forecasting performance of the alternative models. Finally, section V offers some concluding comments and implications of the results.
II. Methodology and Theoretical Considerations
The specifications used in this paper are the Box-Jenkings (1970 As most financial time-series prices tend to be non-stationary in levels, while stationary in first-differences, the order of integration of these series is examined first. Consider the following AR(1) model of a variable y t :
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where, γ is a constant, ε t are normally distributed error-terms with zero mean and finite variance σ 2 and T is the sample size. The variable y t will be stationary or integrated of order zero, denoted I(0), if *ρ*< 1 and non-stationary or integrated of order one, denoted I(1), if ρ = 1. 4 Dickey and Fuller (1979) , develop a unit root test to examine the stationarity property of a variable, by considering an AR(1) process as in equation (1). By subtracting from both sides of equation (1) This can be used to test for the existence of a unit root as the null hypothesis on the coefficient μ, where, μ = ρ -1 and the lag order, p, is determined though the Schwarz Bayesian Information Criterion (SBIC) (Schwarz, 1978) . Conventionally, the order of integration of a series, y t , is examined though the ADF test of equation (2) that uses t-tests to measure the statistical significance of the coefficient ρ, the lag order p, as well as the existence of constants/trends in the equation. However, Campbell and Yogo (2006) argue that conventional t-tests of significance in regression equations may be misleading due to the possible persistence (non-stationarity) of the variables in case they are near-integrated and the sample size is small. In such a case,
the use of the conventional t-tests of significance may not lead to correct inferences. 5 For example, the ADF test on ρ of equation (2) may fail to recognize persistence; that is, it may show stationarity, while the series has a unit root.
To correct for that, Campbell and Yogo (2006) develop a simple Bonferroni bounds test, based on the confidence interval for the largest autoregressive root (ρ) of the predictor (forecast) variable (in this case, the cash and futures returns of the two investigated markets). They argue that if the confidence interval indicates that the predictor variable is sufficiently stationary, which means that the predictor's innovations have low correlation with returns, then t-tests with conventional critical values can be safely applied. Otherwise, inferences based on first-order asymptotics could be invalid.
Inferences in this case can be made by utilizing the local-to-unity asymptotic theory. 6 This provides an asymptotic framework, where the largest autoregressive root of an AR(p) process, modeled as ρ = 1 + c/T ( c = T(ρ -1), where c is a fixed constant), is the parameter of → 5. In general, in finite samples, a right-tailed t-test that uses conventional critical values tends to over-reject the null hypothesis while a left-tailed test tends to under-reject the null (see Campbell and Yogo, 2006) . 6. Local-to-unity asymptotics provides an accurate approximation to the finite-sample distribution of test statistics when the predictor variable is persistent (Elliott and Stock, 1994) . The asymptotic distribution theory is not discontinuous when y t is non-stationary (i.e. when c = 0) and allows y t to be stationary but nearly integrated (i.e. for c < 0) or even explosive (i.e. c > 0). interest. ρ is close to one (nearly-integrated) in finite samples.
7 Such a test involves the computation of a unit root test statistic in the data and the use of the distribution of that statistic to construct the Bonferroni confidence interval for ρ (and c) and the estimation of δ, the latter being the correlation between the innovations to returns and the predictor variable.
Empirically, in order to construct a relatively accurate confidence interval for ρ, the Dickey-Fuller Generalised Least Squares (DF-GLS) unit root test of Elliott, et al. (1996) is used that exploits the knowledge of ρ . 1. 8 Under the null hypothesis of persistence, the Campbell and Yogo (2006) test considers whether the confidence interval for ρ contains the value of 1 (or its upper bound is close to 1), the confidence interval for c contains the value of zero and δ being negative and close to -1. When ρ is small in absolute value, c is large in absolute value and when δ = 0, the test collapses to the conventional t-statistic. That is, a t-test that uses conventional critical values would have approximately the correct size. The size distortion of the t-test is maximized when δ = -1 and c . 1. This paper is concerned with the forecasting of cash and futures returns. Campbell and Yogo (2006) suggest that if the aim is to forecast the returns of a financial time-series, the following equations should be estimated, which test for the predictability of variables after correcting for persistence: 8. Elliott et al., (1996) argue that the DF-GLS has the advantage of being more powerful than the ADF test, resulting in a tighter confidence interval for ρ. In this procedure, the degree of persistence is taken into account by constructing, for each value of ρ, a confidence interval for β c and β f given ρ and testing for predictability either by the Bonferroni t-test or by the Q-test of Campbell and Yogo (2006, page 32 ) that leads to valid inference regardless of the degree of persistence of the predictor variable.
9 In these tests the null hypothesis of no predictability [i.e. of β c = 0 in equation (3a)] is rejected in favour of the alternative of predictability (i.e. of β c … 0) if the confidence interval for β c lies strictly above or below zero.
Once the order of integration of the series is determined, say to be I(1), and that the series are predictable in the sense of Cambell and Yogo, the following models are considered as competing forecasting models.
The first model used to generate separately forecasts of cash and futures prices is the univariate ARIMA(p,d,q) model of the following form:
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The bivariate VAR model takes into account the information content in cash price movements in determining futures price movements and vice versa (Sims, 1980) . The (2 x 1) vector of residuals ε t = [ε 1,t , ε 2,t ]' follow a conditional normal distribution with zero mean and variance-covariance matrix, H. Thus, the VAR model is estimated assuming that the variance-covariance matrix is homoskedastic. However, when the residuals of equation (5) exhibit heteroskedasticity, the t-statistics are adjusted by the White (1980) heteroskedasticity correction, which yields a consistent variance-covariance matrix with robust standard-errors (see also Al-Zoubi and Maghyereh, 2007) .
Nonetheless, the VAR model may be misspecified, as it ignores the possible cointegration (long-run) relationship between the cash and futures markets and, in such case, an Error-Correction Term (ECT) needs to be added (see Aggarwal and Zong, 2008) . Thus, the third and fourth models used to generate simultaneous out-of-sample forecasts for cash and futures prices are the unrestricted and restricted versions, respectively, of the following bivariate VECM(p,q) (Johansen, 1988) model:
where, the term in parentheses represent the cointegrating (long-run) relationship between cash and futures prices of the previous period. This ECT represents the lagged disequilibrium term of the long-run relationship between cash and futures prices. The Johansen (1988) 10. The restricted VECM is estimated as a system of Seemingly Unrelated Regression Equations (SURE), derived by eliminating the insignificant variables from the unrestricted VECM and thus, yielding more efficient and consistent estimates (see Zellner, 1962) .
VECM specification of equation (6), used to determine the existence of cointegration between cash and futures returns, can be written in matrix form as follows:
where, X t is the (2 x 1) vector (S t , F t )' of log-cash and log-futures prices, respectively, Δ denotes the first difference operator, and ε t is a (2 x 1) vector of residuals (as explained earlier). Once again, the VECM model of equations (6) and (7) is estimated assuming that the vector of residuals is homoskedastic, otherwise, when heteroskedasticity is present, the variance-covariance matrix is adjusted by the White (1980) correction. The VECM specification contains information on both the short-and long-run adjustment to changes in X t , via the estimated parameters Γ i and Π, respectively. Johansen and Juselius (1990) show that the coefficient matrix Π contains the essential information about the relationship between S t and F t . Specifically, if rank(Π) = 0, then Π is the 2x2 zero matrix implying that there is no cointegration relationship between S t and F t . In this case the VECM reduces to a VAR model in first differences. If Π has a full rank, that is rank(Π) = 2, then all variables in X t are I(0) and the appropriate modelling strategy is to estimate a VAR model in levels. If Π has a reduced rank, that is rank(Π) = 1, then there is a single cointegrating relationship between S t and F t , which is given by any row of matrix Π and the expression is the ECT of equation (6). In 1 t X − Π this case, Π can be factored into two separate matrices α and β, both of dimensions (2 x 1), where 1 represents the rank of Π, such as Π = αβ', where β' represents the vector of cointegrating parameters and α is the vector of error-correction coefficients ( α 1 and α 2 ) measuring the speed of convergence of cash and futures prices to the long-run (equilibrium) steady state. 12 11. The Johansen (1988) procedure is preferred because it provides more efficient estimates of the cointegration vector than the Engle and Granger (1987) two-step approach. Toda and Phillips (1993) argue that maximum-likelihood estimators based on Johansen's (1988 Johansen's ( , 1991 method (for large samples of more than 100 observations) are asymptotically median unbiased, have mixed normal limit distributions and take into account the information on the presence of unit roots in the system. Therefore, they are much better suited to perform inference.
12. Since rank(Π) equals the number of characteristic roots (or eigenvalues), which are different from zero, the number of distinct cointegrating vectors can be obtained by estimating Finally, the forecasts are compared with those from the RW model. The latter is used as a benchmark model. In a RW model, the cash (futures) prices at time t-n, S t-n (F t-n ) are the most accurate predictors of cash (futures) prices at time t, S t (F t ). Therefore, the RW process uses the current cash or futures prices to generate forecasts of these prices, and requires no estimation.
These alternative univariate and multivariate models are estimated over the estimation period and used to generate independent forecasts of the cash and futures prices up to 20-steps ahead in an out-of-sample period. Following Tashman (2000), independent out-of-sample N-period ahead forecasts are generated over the forecast (test) period; that is, from 02 January 2004 to 07 June 2004 for both contracts. In order to avoid the bias induced by serially correlated overlapping forecast errors, the estimation period is recursively augment by N-periods ahead every time (where N corresponds to the number of steps ahead). Then, the models are re-estimated each time a new observation is added in the set. For example, in order to compute 2 steps-ahead forecasts, the estimation period is augmented by N = 2 observations each time. This method yields 53 independent non-overlapping out-of-sample forecasts in the test period. Similarly, in order to compute 5 steps-ahead forecasts, the method yields 21 independent non-overlapping forecasts in the test period.
The forecast accuracy of each model is measured using the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) that assumes a symmetric loss function:
where, R t are the realized values of the cash (futures) prices, Z t are the forecast values of the cash (futures) prices, and K is the number of forecasts. Following Batchelor et al. (2007) , the Diebold and Mariano's (DM, 1995) pairwise tests of the hypothesis that the RMSEs from two competing models are equal are utilized. Let the average difference between the squared forecast errors from two models at time t, and 2 1,t u , be given by , where K is the number of
∑ the number of these eigenvalues, which are significantly different from zero (for more details see Johansen, 1998). forecasts. Under the null hypothesis of equal forecast accuracy the following DM statistic has an asymptotic standard normal distribution:
is the spectral density of at frequency zero.
( ) Diebold and Mariano (1995) , a consistent estimate of f d (0) can be obtained by using a Bartlett weighting scheme as in Newey and West (1987) . This test statistic is robust to the presence of non-normality and serial correlation in the forecast errors. Hypothesis tests for the equality of the RMSEs are conducted for each pair of models and the significance of the tests are indicated (as * and ** for the 5% and 10% significance levels, respectively) next to the RMSE ratios.
III. Data Description and Statistical Properties
The data used for the analysis are daily closing cash and futures prices Stock index futures prices are always those of the nearby contract because it is highly liquid and is the most active contract. To avoid thin markets and expiration effects (when futures contracts approach their settlement day, the trading volume decreases sharply) we rollover to the next nearest contract one week before the nearby contract expires. Moreover, a "perpetual" (constant maturity) 22-day ahead futures contract is used, which corresponds to the average number of trading days in a month, in order to avoid the potential problem of price-jumps in the series at the date of the futures contracts rollover (Pelletier, 1983) . The prices are calculated as a weighted average of a near and distant futures contract, weighted according to their respective number of days from maturity. However, when using the perpetual contract, the empirical results are qualitatively the same with those reported in the ensuing analysis and there is no evidence that the rollover of the futures contracts create a bias in the findings.
Summary statistics of logarithmic first-differences of daily cash and futures prices, for the whole period, are presented in table 1. The results indicate excess skewness and kurtosis in all price series. In turn, Jarque-Bera (1980) tests indicate departures from normality for cash and futures prices in both markets. The Ljung-Box Q(36) and Q 2 (36) statistics (Ljung and Box, 1978) on the first 36 lags of the sample autocorrelation function of the log-level series and of the log-squared series indicate significant serial correlation and existence of heteroskedasticity, respectively, in almost all cases.
Following the use of the Bonferroni bounds adjustment, the last two columns in Panel A of table 3 report the 95% confidence interval for the largest autoregressive root (ρ) and the corresponding local-to-unity parameter (c) -computed using the DF-GLS statistic -for the logarithmic cash and futures returns in the FTSE/ATHEX-20 and FTSE/ATHEX Mid-40 markets, by treating each of the four return-series as a predictor variable (y t ). The estimated autoregressive lag lengths (p) for the predictor variables, the estimated correlations (δ) between the innovations to returns and the predictor variable and the DF-GLS statistic are reported in the third, fourth and fifth columns of the table, respectively. As can be observed from the confidence intervals of ρ, the cash and futures price-series for the two markets are highly persistent, containing in three out of four cases a unit root in the confidence intervals. This is also confirmed from the confidence interval for c, where the value of zero (indication of non-stationarity) is included in all cases. Finally, the reported values of δ in the fourth column of Panel A are negative and large, and in accordance with the aforementioned results for ρ and c. According to Campbell and Yogo (2006) , the high persistence in log levels of these predictor variables may suggest that first-order asymptotics could be misleading and as such, t-tests with conventional critical values could be invalid.
In order to test for the predictability of the persistent variables, adjusted confidence intervals for β given ρ, through the Bonferroni Q-test, are presented in Panel B of the same (3a) and (3b). The last two columns report the 95% Bonferroni confidence intervals for β using the t-test and the Q-test, respectively. For all return-series, the results indicate that the confidence intervals for both the t-test and the Q-test lie strictly above or below zero, indicating predictability of returns. Hence, the null hypothesis of no predictability (i.e. of β = 0) is rejected in favor of the alternative of predictability at the 5% level of significance for all return-series. Overall, it seems that even after taking into account the persistence of returns by the Bonferroni bounds correction, the cash and futures return-series of the ADEX market exhibit a degree of predictability and therefore, it is deemed important to empirically examine their forecasting performance knowing that inferences using t-statistics are valid.
13
Panel C of table 2, reports ADF (1981), Phillips-Perron (PP, 1988) 13. The findings are in accordance with Liu and Maynard (2005) where after using Bonferroni bounds to test for the forward rate unbiasedness, report qualitatively the same results to the ones without the bounds correction. (1) is estimated. The estimated autoregressive lag lengths p of the logarithms of variable (y t ) (determined through the Schwarz Bayesian Information
Criterion -SBIC), the estimated correlation (δ) between ε t and y t-1 and the DF-GLS statistic on ρ of Elliott, et al. (1996) are reported in the third, fourth and fifth columns of the table, respectively. The last two columns report the 95% confidence interval for the largest autoregressive root ρ (modeled as ρ = 1 + c/T process, where c is a fixed constant and T is the sample size) and the corresponding local-to-unity parameter c for the logarithmic cash and futures prices of the two markets. Panel B: In order to examine the predictability of the persistent variables, equations (3a) and (3b) and Kwiatkowski, et al. (KPSS, 1992) unit root tests on the log-levels and log-first differences of the daily cash and futures price series. They indicate that all variables are log-first difference stationary, all having a unit root on the log-levels representation. 14 These preliminary results indicate that cash and futures series in first-differences should be used in the ARMA and VAR models, while cointegration tests should be performed to ascertain the long-run relationship between the series in the VECM model. Table 3 presents the Johansen (1988) multivariate cointegration test results of equation (7), which indicate that cash and futures prices are cointegrated in both markets. As can be observed in the table, the 
IV. Forecasting Performance of the Models

A. In-Sample Estimation Results
The results of the univariate and multivariate models for cash and futures prices for the FTSE/ATHEX-20 and the FTSE/ATHEX Mid-40 markets are presented in table 4, panels A and B, respectively. The lag length for the autoregressive and moving average parts are chosen to minimize the SBIC (Schwarz, 1978) . Three lags are defined as the appropriate number of lag length for VAR models. All ARIMA models seem to be well-specified as indicated by relevant diagnostic tests for autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity (not shown). It can be seen that in both markets, the adjusted coefficient of determination for changes in cash prices (ranging from 0.0223 to 0.0599) are higher than those of futures prices (ranging from 0.0020 to 0.0329), indicating higher t-statistics and exact significance levels, respectively. t-statistics are adjusted using the White (1980) heteroskedasticity consistent variance-covariance matrix. In the FTSE/ATHEX-20 model the cointegrating vector is not restricted and thus, is z explanatory power of cash series than futures prices. The estimation results for the restricted VECM models are also presented in the same tables. Granger causality tests between cash and futures prices, as measured by the significance of lagged futures prices in the cash equation, and lagged cash prices in the futures equation, indicate that causality runs both ways between cash and futures markets. 15 In the FTSE/ATHEX-20 market, the 1-period and 3-periods lagged changes in futures prices are significant in the cash price equation, and the 3-periods lagged changes in cash prices are significant in the futures equation. In the FTSE/ATHEX Mid-40 market, the 1-period lagged change in futures prices is significant in the cash price equation, and the 3-periods lagged change in cash prices is significant in the futures equation. These results are in accordance with the results of , where after examining the price discovery function of the FTSE/ATHEX-20 and FTSE/ATHEX Mid-40 markets, they argue that futures lead the cash index returns by responding more rapidly to economic events than stock prices. It seems then that new market information is disseminated faster in the futures market compared to the stock market.
B. Out-of-Sample Forecasting Results
The forecasting performance of each model for cash and for futures prices, across the different forecasting horizons, is presented in matrix form in tables 5 and 6 for the FTSE/ATHEX-20 and FTSE/ATHEX Mid-40 markets, respectively. Different forecasting horizons are being used; from 1 day up to 20 days ahead. However, for the sake of brevity, results only up to 5 days ahead are reported. Figures in the principal diagonal of the tables are the RMSEs from each model and the off-diagonal figures are the ratios of the RMSE of the model in the column over the RMSE of the model in the row. The model in the column of the matrix provides a more precise forecast than the model in the row when this ratio is less than one.
The cash return forecasts of FTSE/ATHEX-20 are presented in Panel A of table 5. The RMSEs of the VECM and the SURE-VECM specifications are identical in almost all forecasting horizons. This is confirmed by the DM test, which indicates the non-significance of the difference between the RMSE from the two models, with the exceptions of the 3-day ahead forecasts. The results indicate that the RMSEs of the 15. Results on Granger causality tests are available upon request. Note: Forecasts are generated by the models in table 4. N is the number of forecasts. * and ** denote significance at the 5% and 10% levels, respectively. Numbers on the principal diagonal are the RMSE from each model and the off-diagonal numbers are the ratios of the RMSE of the model on the column to the RMSE of the model on the row. The pairwise test of the hypothesis that the RMSEs from two competing models are equal is estimated.
VECM and SURE-VECM models are not significantly different than those of the VAR model for most forecast horizons. However, for the 1-day, 2-days and 4-days ahead, the VAR model produces superior forecasts than those produced by VECM and the SURE-VECM. Thus, it seems that the VAR model produces forecasts with either similar or superior as those produced by VECM and SURE-VECM models. Finally, the VAR, VECM and SURE-VECM models produce forecasts with similar accuracy as those produced by ARIMA in most of the forecast horizons, as the difference between the RMSEs is not significant according to the DM test. All specifications outperform the RW for all forecast horizons. These results demonstrate the additional power of information that the futures market is providing to the cash market. When futures returns are used in the various forecasting models of cash returns they significantly enhance the predictive accuracy of the model, leading to superior forecasts. Following the previous results for the futures market, it is interesting to investigate if futures returns can also be forecasted with greater accuracy when the models utilize the information embedded in cash returns. It is expected that models that utilize information coming only from futures returns to exhibit at least the same if not greater forecasting accuracy than models which embody information from both futures and cash returns. This is expected for two reasons: firstly, due to the nature of cash returns, which are only able to assimilate market information up to the date of the actual cash return being reported, and secondly, since futures returns are able by design to reflect future market conditions and expectations and thus capture a greater set of information than cash returns.
The results of the FTSE/ATHEX-20 futures return forecasts, in Panel B of table 5, indicate that the difference between the RMSE from the VECM and SURE-VECM specifications is not significant, with the exception of the 3-day ahead forecasts, at the 10% significance level. However, the RMSEs of the VECM and SURE-VECM specifications are not significantly different from those of the VAR model for most forecast horizons, with the exception of the 4-day ahead forecasts. Finally, the differences between the RMSEs from the ARIMA and from the other time-series models are significant in 4-day ahead forecasts (which indicate that ARIMA based forecasts are superior from the other models). For all other forecasting horizons, lagged cash returns does not enhance the forecasting precision of futures returns. All specifications significantly outperform the RW model. Thus, it seems that the ARIMA model produces forecasts, which are as accurate as those produced by the other time-series models, verifying the a priori expectations for the superiority in information assimilation of futures returns. Similar results to the FTSE/ATHEX-20 cash return forecasts are also reported for the FTSE/ATHEX Mid-40 cash return forecasts, in Panel A of table 6, indicating that the RMSEs of the SURE-VECM, the VECM and the VAR specifications are significantly different for all forecasting horizons, with the SURE-VECM producing the most enhanced forecasts. The ARIMA model produces forecasts with similar accuracy as those produced by the three bivariate models, as the difference between the RMSEs is not significant. Finally, all different time-series models outperform the RW model for all forecast horizons. It seems that using lagged futures returns and the restricted lagged basis on forecasting models of cash returns significantly enhances the predictive accuracy. Finally, for the FTSE/ATHEX Mid-40 futures price forecasts, in Panel B of table 6, it can be argued that the RMSEs of the VECM and the SURE-VECM specifications are not significantly different for all forecasting horizons. Furthermore, the SURE-VECM and the VECM models significantly outperform the VAR model for up to 4-days ahead forecasts. However, for longer forecasts it seems that the VECM and the SURE-VECM specifications produce similar forecasts than those produced by VAR. Finally, the differences between the RMSEs from the ARIMA and from the other time-series models are not significant up to 5-days ahead forecasts, according to the DM test. For longer forecasts it seems that the ARIMA specification produces superior forecasts than those produced by all other specifications (not shown). For all forecast horizons, including lagged cash returns in the models does not enhance the forecasting accuracy of futures prices. All specifications significantly outperform the RW model. Thus, it seems that the ARIMA model produces forecasts as accurate as those by the other time-series models.
Overall, this paper examines empirically, for the first time, the forecasting performance of derivatives contracts trading in the developing and fairly unresearched derivatives market of ATHEX and tries to answer the question of whether the forecasting performance of this newly established derivatives market is in accordance with corresponding results from other well-established derivatives markets. Results indicate that models that utilize information coming only from futures returns exhibit at least the same if not greater forecasting accuracy than models which embody information from both futures and cash returns. Cash returns can be more accurately forecasted, for all forecast horizons, when forecast specifications contain information from both lagged cash and futures returns than from specifications that utilize information only from lagged cash returns. On the other hand, futures return forecasts are not enhanced in accuracy when lagged cash returns are employed for almost all forecasts. This suggests that for almost all forecasting horizons the futures returns contains significantly more and different information than that assimilated in the current cash returns. Finally, all time-series models generate more accurate cash and futures forecasts than the forecasts obtained by the random walk model in both markets.
V. Conclusion
The implication of the results in this paper for traders and analysts is that, since stock index futures returns provide useful information for the more accurate prediction of cash returns (but not the other way around), more efficient investment and trading strategies can be designed by incorporating this information coming from the futures market. For example, suppose that an investor holds a portfolio of shares -e.g. a mutual fund -which is designed to track the movements of the FTSE/ATHEX-20 or the FTSE/ATHEX Mid-40 indices. By incorporating into his trading strategy the daily information that comes from the stock index futures markets, together with the information that comes from the underlying stock index market, he can act quicker and obtain better target-returns in his portfolio of assets.
The above findings are also of interest to academics and policy-makers. First, it seems that futures markets play their role of price discovery. Second, their existence helps to complete the market. Third, the results are consistent with market efficiency, and as such, futures prices in the ATHEX market may be unbiased forecasts of future cash prices; that is, futures prices are influenced by the arrival of new news and not by the past information included in the lagged cash prices. Finally, the above are in accordance with the general literature on forecasting stock index returns in other well-developed derivatives markets. For example, Sarno and Valente (2005) report that exploiting information provided by the futures markets of the S&P500, NIKKEI 225 and FTSE100 indices lead to better stock return forecasts.
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